This paper presents a new strategy for multilingual collocation extraction which takes advantage of parallel corpora to learn bilingual word-embeddings. Monolingual collocation candidates are retrieved using Universal Dependencies, while the distributional models are then applied to search for equivalents of the elements of each collocation in the target languages. The proposed method extracts not only collocation equivalents with direct translation between languages, but also other cases where the collocations in the two languages are not literal translations of each other. Several experiments -evaluating collocations with three syntactic patterns-in English, Spanish, and Portuguese show that our approach can effectively extract large pairs of bilingual equivalents with an average precision of about 90%. Moreover, preliminary results on comparable corpora suggest that the distributional models can be applied for identifying new bilingual collocations in different domains.
Introduction
Even though there is no universal definition of collocation, there is a general tendency to consider any syntactically related frequent pair of words to be a collocation (Smadja, 1993; Evert and Kermes, 2003; Kilgarriff, 2006) . In the Firthian tradition of the term "collocation", not even a syntactic relation between the members is necessary, but in the phraseological tradition, not only the syntactic relation is a condition but also a lexical restriction. 1 From this phraseological point of view, a collocation is a restricted binary co-occurrence of lexical units (LUs) between which a syntactic relation holds, and that one of the LUs (the base) is chosen according to its meaning as an isolated LU, while the other (the collocate) is chosen depending on the base and the intended meaning of the co-occurrence as a whole, rather than on its meaning as an isolated LU (Mel'čuk, 1998) . Thus, a noun in English such as "picture" requires the verb "to take" (and not "to do", or "to make") in the phrase "take a picture", while "statement" selects "to make" ("make a statement").
In a bilingual (or multilingual) scenario, equivalent collocations are needed to produce more natural utterances in the target language(s). In this regard, the referred noun "picture" would select the verb "tirar" in Portuguese -"to remove"-("tirar uma fotografia"). Similarly the Spanish "vino" ("wine") would require the adjective "tinto" ("vino tinto"), which is not the main translation of "red" ("red wine").
The unpredictability of these structures involves problems for tasks such as machine translation, whose performance can benefit from lists of multilingual collocations (or transfer rules for these units) (Orliac and Dillinger, 2003) . In areas like second language learning, it has been shown that even advanced learners need to know which word combinations are allowed in a specific linguistic variety (Altenberg and Granger, 2001; AlonsoRamos et al., 2010) . Thus, obtaining resources of multilingual equivalent collocations could be useful for different applications such as those mentioned above. However, this kind of resources is scarce, and constructing them manually requires a large effort of expert lexicographers.
In the last years, several approaches were implemented aimed at extracting bilingual collocations, both from parallel corpora (Kupiec, 1993; Smadja et al., 1996; Wu and Chang, 2003) , and from comparable or even from non-related monolingual resources (Lü and Zhou, 2004; Rivera et al., 2013) , often combining statistical approaches with the use of bilingual dictionaries to find equivalents of each base.
In this paper we explore the use of distributional semantics (by means of bilingual wordembeddings) for identifying bilingual equivalents of monolingual collocations: On one hand, monolingual collocation candidates are extracted using a harmonized syntactic annotation -provided by Universal Dependencies (UD) 2 -, as well as standard association measures. On the other hand, bilingual word-embeddings are trained using lemmatized versions of noisy parallel corpora. Finally, these bilingual models are employed to search for semantic equivalents of both the base and the collocate of each collocation.
Several experiments -using the OpenSubtitles2016 parallel corpora in English, Portuguese, and Spanish (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) -show that the proposed method successfully identifies bilingual collocations with different patterns: adjective-noun, noun-noun, and verb-object. Furthermore, preliminary results in comparable corpora suggest that the same strategy can be applied in this kind of resources to extract new pairs of bilingual collocations.
Section 2 includes some related work on collocation extraction, specially on papers dealing with bilingual resources. Then, our method is presented and evaluated in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, some conclusions and further work are drawn in Section 5.
Related work
Several approaches were employed in order to automatically identify monolingual collocations (and other multiword expressions) from corpora. Most strategies use statistical association measures on windows of n-grams with different sizes (Church and Hanks, 1990; Smadja, 1993) . Other methods, such as the one presented in Lin (1999) , started to apply dependency parsing aimed at better identifying combinations of words which occur in actual syntactic relations. More recently, the large availability of better parsers allowed researchers to combine automatically obtained syntactic information with statistical methods to ex-tract collocations more accurately (Evert, 2008; Seretan, 2011) .
A different perspective on collocation extraction focuses not only on their retrieval, but on semantically classifying the obtained collocations, in order to make them more useful for NLP applications (Wanner et al., 2006; Wanner et al., 2016) .
Concerning the extraction of bilingual collocations, most works rely on parallel corpora to find the equivalent of a collocation in a target language. In this respect, Smadja (1992; first identifies monolingual collocations in English (the source language), and then uses mutual information (MI) and the Dice coefficient (respectively) to find French equivalents of the source collocations. Kupiec (1993) also uses parallel corpora to find noun phrase equivalents between English and French. The method consist in applying an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to previously extracted monolingual collocations.
Similarly, Haruno et al. (1996) obtain JapaneseEnglish chunk equivalents by computing their MI scores and taking into account their frequency and position in the aligned corpora.
Another work which uses parallel corpora is presented in Wu and Chang (2003) . The authors extract Chinese and English n-grams from aligned sentences by computing their log-likelihood ratio. Then, the competitive linking algorithm is used to decide whether each bilingual pair actually corresponds to a translation equivalent.
More recently, Seretan and Wehrli (2007) took advantage of syntactic parsing to extract bilingual collocations from parallel corpora. The strategy consist in first extracting monolingual collocations using log-likelihood, and then searching for equivalents of each base using bilingual dictionaries. The method also uses the position of the collocation in the corpus, and relies on the syntactic analysis by assuming that equivalent collocations will occur in the same syntactic relation in both languages. Rivera et al. (2013) present a framework for bilingual collocation retrieval which can be applied -with different modules-in parallel and in comparable corpora. As in other works, monolingual collocations (based on n-grams) are extracted in a first step, and then bilingual dictionaries (or WordNet, in the comparable corpora scenario) are used to find the equivalents of the base in the aligned sentence (or in a small window of adjacent sentences) of the source collocation.
A different approach, which uses non-related monolingual corpora for finding bilingual collocations, was presented in Lü and Zhou (2004) . Here, the authors apply dependency parsing and the loglikelihood ratio for obtaining English and Chinese collocations. Then, they search for translations using word translation equivalents with the same dependency relation in the target language (using the EM algorithm and a bilingual dictionary).
Although not focused on collocations, Pascale Fung applied methods based on distributional semantics to build bilingual lexica from comparable corpora (Fung, 1998, among others) . This approach takes into account that in this type of resources the position and the frequency of the source and target words are not comparable, and also that the translations of the source words might not exist in the target document.
Similarly, the approach presented in this paper leverages noisy parallel corpora for building bilingual word-embeddings. However, with a view to applying it in other scenarios (such as comparable corpora), it does not need information about the position of the collocations in the corpora, -neither their comparative frequency-to identify the equivalents. Furthermore, it does not take advantage of external resources such as bilingual dictionaries, so the method can be easily applied to other languages.
Bilingual collocation extraction
This section presents our method for automatically extracting bilingual collocations from corpora. First, we briefly describe the approach for identifying candidates of monolingual collocations using syntactic dependencies. Then, the process of creating the bilingual word-embeddings is shown, followed by the strategy for discovering the collocation equivalents between languages.
Monolingual dependency-based collocation extraction
Early works on n-gram based collocation extraction already pointed out the need for using syntactic analysis for better identifying collocations from corpora (Smadja, 1993; Lin, 1999) . Syntactic analysis can, on the one hand, avoid the extraction of syntactically unrelated words which occur in a small context windows. On the other hand, it can effectively identify the syntactic relation between lexical items occurring in long-distance dependencies (Evert, 2008) . Besides, and even though it is not always the case (Lü and Zhou, 2004) , our method assumes that most bilingual equivalent of collocations bear the same syntactic relation in both the source and the target languages.
In order to better capture the syntactic relations between the base and the collocate of each collocation, our method uses state-of-the-art dependency parsing. Apart from that, and aimed at obtaining harmonized syntactic information between languages, we rely on universal dependencies annotation, which permits the use of the same strategy for extracting and analyzing the collocations in multiple languages. 3
Preprocessing: Before extracting the collocation candidates from each corpus, we apply a pipeline of NLP tools in order to annotate the text with the desired information. Thus, the output of this process consists of a parsed corpus in a CoNLL-U format, where for each word we have its surface form, its lemma, its POS-tag and morphosyntactic features, its syntactic head as well as the universal relation the word has in this context. 4 From this analyzed corpus, we extract the word pairs belonging to the desired relations (collocation candidates). On the one hand, we keep their surface forms, POS-tags, and other syntactic dependents which may be useful for the identification of potential collocations. On the other hand, in order to apply association measures, we retain a list of triples containing (a) the syntactic relation, (b) the head, and (c) the dependent (using their lemmas together with the POS-tags). Thus, from a sentence such as "John took a great responsibility", we obtain (among others) the following triples:
This information (and also the corpus size and the frequency of the different elements of the potential collocations) is saved in order to rank the candidates.
Collocation patterns: At the moment, we are focused on extracting three different syntactic pat-terns of collocations in three languages (Spanish -es-, Portuguese -pt-, and English -en):
Adjective-Noun (amod): these candidates are pairs of adjectives (collocate) and nouns (base) where the former syntactically depends of the latter in a amod relation. Example: killer base ;serial collocate .
Noun-Noun (nmod): this collocation pattern consists of two common nouns related by the nmod relation, where the head is the base and the dependent is the collocate (optionally with a case marking dependent preposition: "of" in English, "de" in Portuguese and Spanish). Example: rage b ;fit c . 5
Verb-Object (vobj): verb-object collocations consists of a verb (the collocate and a common noun (the base) occurring in a dobj relation. Example: care b ;take c .
Identification of candidates:
For each of the three patterns of collocations, we extract a list of potential candidates for the three languages. After that, the candidates are ranked using standard association measures that have been widely used in collocation extraction (MI, t-score, z-score, Dice, log-likelihood, etc.) (Evert, 2008) .
In the current experiments, we selected two statistical measures whose results complement each other: t-score (which prefers frequent dependency pairs, and has been proved useful for collocation extraction (Krenn and Evert, 2001 )), and mutual information (which is useful for a large corpus (Pecina, 2010) , even if it tends to assign high scores to candidates with very low-frequency).
The output of both association measures is merged in a final list for each language and collocation pattern, defining thresholds of t-score=>2 and MI=>3 (Stubbs, 1995) , and extracting only collocations with a frequency of f=>10 (a relatively large value for reducing the extraction of incorrect entries from a noisy corpus and from potential errors of the automatic analysis).
It must be noted that, since these lists of monolingual collocations have been built based on statistical measures of collocability, their members need not be bona fide collocations in the phraseological meaning. Thus, the lists can include id-ioms (e.g., "kick the bucket"), quasi-idioms (e.g., "big deal") (Mel'čuk, 1998) , or free combinations (e.g., "buy a drink").
Bilingual word-embeddings
Word-embeddings are low-dimensional vector representations of words which capture their distributional context in corpora. Even though distributional semantics methods have been largely used in previous years, approaches based on wordembeddings have gained in popularity recently, since the publication of word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) .
Based on the Skip-gram model of word2vec, Luong et al. (2015) proposed BiSkip, a wordembeddings model which learns learns bilingual representations using aligned corpora, thus being able to predict words crosslinguistically.
As our approach for collocation extraction uses lemmas (instead of surface forms) to identify the candidates, the bilingual models are also trained on lemmatized corpora. Therefore, we convert the raw parallel corpora in lemmatized resources (with any other information) keeping the original sentence alignment.
Once we have the lemma version of the corpora, the bilingual models are built using MultiVec, an implementation of word2vec and BiSkip (Berard et al., 2016) . As we work with three different languages, we need three different bilingual models: es-en, es-pt, and pt-en.
As it will be shown, the obtained models can predict the similarity between words in bilingual scenarios by computing the cosine distance between their vectors. As the models learn the distribution of single words (lemmas), they deal with different semantic phenomena such as polysemy or homonymy. Concerning collocations, this means that, ideally, the bilingual models could predict not only the equivalents of a base, but also to capture the (less close) semantic relation between the bilingual collocates, if they occur an enough number of times in the corpora.
Bilingual collocation alignment
In order to identify the bilingual equivalent (in a target language) of a collocation, our method needs (a) monolingual collocations (ideally obtained from similar resources), and (b) a bilingual source-target model of word-embeddings.
With these resources, the following strategy is applied: For each collocation in the source lan-guage (e.g., lío b ;tremendo c , in Spanish) we select its base and obtain -using the bilingual model-the n most similar lemmas in the target language (where n=5 in our experiments): "trouble", "mess", etc. Then, starting from the most similar lemma, we search in the target list for collocations containing the equivalents of the base (trouble b ;little c , trouble b ;deep c , mess b ;huge c , mess b ;fine c , etc.). If a collocation with a base equivalent is found, we compute the cosine distance between both collocates ("tremendo" versus "little", "deep", "huge", and "fine") and select them as potential candidates if their similarity is higher than a threshold (empirically defined in this paper as 0.65), and if the target candidate is among the n most similar words of the source collocate (again, n=5). Finally, if these conditions are met, we align the source and target collocations, assigning the average distance between the bases and the collocates as a confidence value: es-en:lío b ;tremendo c =mess b ;huge c ;0.721.
Experiments
This section presents the experiments carried out in order to evaluate the proposed method (henceforth DIS) in the three analyzed languages, using the three collocation patterns defined in Section 3.1. Our approach is compared against a baseline system (BAS) which uses hand-crafted bilingual dictionaries. 6
Corpora: Monolingual collocations were extracted from a subset of the OpenSubtitles2016 corpus (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) , which contains parallel corpora from TV and Movie subtitles. We selected this resource because it is a large and multilingual parallel corpus likely to contain different collocations types (also from an informal register) to those present in other corpora, thus being useful for comparative studies. 7 From the en, es and pt corpora, we selected those sentences which appear in the three languages (a total of 13, 017, 016). They were tokenized, lemmatized and POS-tagged with a multilingual NLP pipeline (Garcia and Gamallo, 2015) , obtaining three corpora of ≈ 91M (es and pt), and ≈ 98M (en) tokens. The resulting data were 6 The extractions of both methods are available at http://www.grupolys.org/˜marcos/pub/mwe17.tar.bz2
7 Note, however, that OpenSubtitles2016 includes nonprofessional translations with some noisy elements such as typos or case inconsistencies, among others. enriched with syntactic annotation using statistical models trained with MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007) and the 1.4 version of the UD treebanks (Nivre et al., 2016) .
Collocations: From each corpus, three patterns of collocations candidates were extracted: amod, nmod, and vobj. For each language and pattern, we obtained a single list of collocations by merging the MI and t-score outputs as explained in Section 3.1. Table 1 shows the number of filtered collocations in each case.
Another version of the corpora was created only with the lemma of each token, keeping the original sentence alignments. These corpora were used for training three bilingual word-embeddings models with MultiVec (with 100 dimensions and a window-size of 8 words): es-en, es-pt, and pten. 8
Baseline (BAS):
The performance of the method described in Section 3.3 was compared to a baseline which follows the same strategy, but using bilingual dictionaries instead of the wordembeddings models. Thus, the BAS method obtains the equivalents of both the base and the collocate of a source collocation, and verifies whether exists a target collocation with the translations. The bilingual dictionaries provided by the apertium project (SVN revision 75,477) were used for these experiments (Forcada et al., 2011) . 9 The es-pt dictionary has 14, 364 entries, while the es-en one contains 34, 994. The pt-en dictionary (not provided by apertium) was automatically obtained by transitivity from the two other lexica, with a size of 9, 160 pairs.
Results
With a view to knowing the performance of both BAS and DIS in the different scenarios, 100 bilingual collocation pairs were randomly selected from each language and pattern, 10 creating a total of 18 lists (9 from BAS and 9 from DIS). Two reviewers labeled each bilingual collocation pair as (a) correct, (b) incorrect, or (c) dubious (which includes pairs where the translation might be correct in some contexts even if they were not considered faithful translations). 11 Correct collocation equivalents are those pairs where the monolingual extractions were considered correct (both in terms of co-occurrence frequency and of collocational pattern classification), and that their translations were judged as potential translations in a real scenario. The reviewers achieved 92% and 83% inter-annotator agreement in BAS and DIS outputs, respectively. Those pairs with correct/incorrect disagreement were discarded for the evaluation. Those with at least one dubious label were checked by a third annotator, deciding in each case whether they were correct, incorrect, o dubious.
From these data, we obtained the precision values for each case by dividing the number of correct collocation equivalents by the number of correct, incorrect, and dubious cases (so dubious cases were considered incorrect). Recall was obtained by multiplying the precision values for the number of extracted equivalents, and dividing the result by the smallest number of input collocations for each pair (Table 2) . 12 Finally, we obtained Fscore values (the harmonic mean between precision and recall) for each case, and calculated the macro-average results for each language, pattern, 10 Except for those baseline extractions with less than 100 elements, where all of them were selected.
11 Some of these dubious equivalents are actual translations in the original corpus, such as the es-en "copa de champaña" ("champagne cup") -"cup of wine", even if they are semantically different.
12 Note that these recall results assume that every collocation in the shortest input list of each pair has an equivalent on the other language, which is not always the case. Thus, more realistic recall values (which would need an evaluation of every extracted pair) will be higher than the obtained in our experiments. and approach. Table 2 contains the bilingual collocation equivalents extracted by each method in the 9 settings, from the input lists of monolingual data (Table 1) . These results clearly show that the baseline approach extract a lower number of bilingual equivalents. This might have happened due to the size of the dictionaries and because of the internal properties of the collocations, where the collocates may not be direct translations of each other. Moreover, it is worth noting that in both BAS and DIS results, the bilingual extractions including English are smaller than the es-pt ones.
Concerning the performance of the two approaches, Tables 3 (baseline) and 4 (DIS) contain the precision, recall and f-score for each language pair and collocation pattern.
BAS obtains high-precision results in every language and collocation pattern (91.7% in the worst scenario), with a macro-average value of 97%. These results are somehow expected due to the quality of the hand-crafted dictionaries. However, because of the poor recall numbers, the general performance of BAS is low, achieving f-score results of ≈ 4.7%. Interestingly, the size of the dictionary does not seem crucial to the results of the baseline. In this respect, the es-pt results are much higher (specially in recall) than es-en, whose dictionary size is more than the double. Also, the pten results are slightly better than the es-pt ones, the latter being obtained using a dictionary built by transitivity.
About DIS model, its precision is lower than the baseline, with results between 83.9% (pt-en:vobj) and 92.9% (es-pt:amod). However, this approach finds much more bilingual equivalents than the bilingual dictionaries, so recall values increase to an average of almost 50%. Unlike BAS (whose results are more homogeneous along the collocation patterns), DIS model obtains more variable numbers in each setting. Noticeably, the nmod extractions of the pairs including English have very low recall when compared to the other results, maybe derived from not having extracted nouns analyzed as compound (Section 3.1). As in the baseline, the DIS es-pt results are better than the two other pairs, so the linguistic distance seems to play an important role on bilingual collocation extraction.
The method proposed in this paper assigns a confidence value (obtained from the cosine distance between the vectors of the base and the col- Table 4 : Precision, recall and f-score of DIS system (avg is macro-average).
locate equivalents) to each bilingual pair of collocations. In this respect, Figure 1 plots the average performance and confidence curves versus the total number of extracted pairs. This figure shows that using a high confidence value (> 90%), it is possible to extract ≈ 35, 000 bilingual pairs with high-precision. Besides, it is worth mentioning that filtering the extraction with confidence values higher than 90% does not increase the precision of the system, so we can infer that the errors produced in the most confident pairs arise due factors other than the semantic similarity (e.g. different degrees of compositionality). However, as the confident value decreases the precision of the extraction also gets worse, despite the rise in the number of extractions which involves higher recall and consequently better f-score. Finally, all the bilingual collocations extracted by DIS were merged into a single list with the three languages, thus obtaining new bilingual equivalents (not extracted directly by the system) by transitivity. 13 This final multilingual resource has 31, 735 collocations, 8, 747 of them with translations in the three languages.
Error analysis
The manually annotated lists of bilingual collocations were used to perform an initial error analysis of our approach. These errors were classified, due to its origin, in the following types: Figure 1 : Average precision, recall, f-score, and confidence curves (from 0 to 1) versus total number of extractions of the DIS model.
Preprocessing: Several errors derived from issues produced by the NLP pipeline, such as POStagging or dependency parsing: e.g., "pain Noun , end Verb " was labeled as dobj (instead of nsubj).
Bilingual model:
The bilingual wordembeddings approach, though useful, produces some errors such as the identification of antonyms (with similar distribution), which can align opposite collocation equivalents (such as pt-en:tecido b ;vivo c =tissue b ;dead c ) where the extracted equivalent of the collocate "vivo" ("alive", in pt) was "dead". In most cases, however, the system obtained similar (but not synonym) collocations:
pt-en:chá b ;preto c =coffee b ;black c ("black tea, black coffee").
Lemmatization and gender: The lemmatization of some words differs from language to language, so working with lemmas instead of tokens also might involve some errors. For instance, the word "hija" ("daughter", in Spanish) is lemmatized as "hijo" ("son") in Spanish and Portuguese ("filha, filho"), while in English "son" and "daughter" appear as different entries. Thus, some bilingual collocations differ in the gender of their bases: esen:hijo b ;encantador c =daughter b ;lovely c
Monolingual extraction: The extraction of base and collocate pairs produced incorrect collocations such as plan b ;figure c , instead of obtaining the phrasal verb "figure out" as collocate.
Other errors: Some other errors were produced by mixed languages in the original corpus (e.g., the verb form "are", in English, was analyzed as a verb form of the verb "arar" -"to plow"-, in Spanish) and from noise and misspellings in the corpora (proper nouns with lower case letters, etc.).
Comparable corpora
A final experiment was carried out in order to know (a) whether the bilingual word-embeddings -trained in the same parallel corpora as those used for extracting the collocations-could be successfully applied for aligning collocations obtained from different resources, and (b) the performance of the proposed method in comparable corpora.
So we applied the same strategy for monolingual collocation extraction in the Spanish and Portuguese Wikipedia Comparable Corpus 2014, 14 and calculated the semantic similarity between the collocations using the same word-embeddings models as in the previous experiments.
From these corpora, we obtained filtered lists of 73, 291 and 119, 311 candidate collocations in Portuguese and Spanish, respectively (from 140M, and 80M of tokens). From the 51, 183 bilingual collocations obtained by the DIS approach, we randomly selected and evaluated 100 es-pt pairs.
The precision of the extraction was 88.9%, with a recall of 62.1% (again computed using the whole set of monolingual collocations), and 73.1% fscore. These results are in line with those obtained in the OpenSubtitles es-pt pair (≈ 3% lower), so 14 http://linguatools.org/tools/corpora/ wikipedia-comparable-corpora/ the method works well in different corpora and domains. It is worth noting that 43, 025 of the extracted collocation equivalents (84%) had not been retrieved from the OpenSubtitles corpus.
This last experiment shows that (a) the bilingual word-embeddings can be used for identifying collocation equivalents in different corpora than those used for training, and that (b) they can also be applied in corpora of different domains to obtain previously unseen multilingual collocations.
Conclusions and further work
In this paper we have presented a new strategy to automatically discover multilingual collocation equivalents from corpora.
First, three different patterns of monolingual collocations were extracted using syntactic analysis provided by harmonized UD annotation, together with a combination of standard association measures.
Besides, bilingual word-embeddings were trained in parallel corpora that had been previously lemmatized. These bilingual models were then used to find distributional equivalents of both the base and the collocate of each source collocation in the target language.
The performed experiments, using noisy parallel corpora in three languages, showed that the proposed method achieves an average precision in the bilingual alignment of collocations of about 90%, with reasonable recall values. Furthermore, the evaluation pointed out that using a confidence value for setting up a threshold is useful for retaining only high-precise bilingual equivalents, which could benefit different work on multilingual lexicography.
Finally, a preliminary test using comparable corpora suggested that the bilingual wordembeddings can be efficiently applied in different corpora than those used for learning, discovering new bilingual collocations not present in the original resources.
In further work, the results of the error analysis should be taken into account in order to reduce both the errors produced by the NLP pipeline, and those which arise from the word-embedding models. In this respect, it could be interesting to evaluate other approaches for the alignment of bilingual collocations which make use of better compositionality models and which effectively learn the semantic distribution of collocations.
